Malpractice Litigation in Ophthalmic Trauma
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Objective: To report and analyze the causes and outcomes of malpractice litigation in ophthalmic trauma.

Methods: The Westlaw® database was reviewed for ophthalmology litigation in the United States between 1930 and 2014. All ophthalmic trauma cases were included and compared to non-traumatic ophthalmology malpractice cases.

Results: Forty-four ophthalmic trauma cases were included. Of these cases, 90.9% of ophthalmic trauma plaintiffs were male compared to 54.8% of plaintiffs in ophthalmology as a whole (P=<0.001); 34.1% of cases involved minor plaintiffs compared to 6.4% in ophthalmology as a whole (P=<0.001). Cases involving minors were more likely to be resolved in favor of the plaintiff than cases involving adult plaintiffs (53.3% vs 37.9%); however, this was not found to be statistically significant (P=0.35). Overall, 54.5% of cases were resolved in favor of defendants; 40.9% of cases were resolved via jury trial with 50.0% resulting in payments to plaintiffs compared to the 29.6% rate of plaintiff verdicts in ophthalmology as a whole. Open globe injuries represented 61.4% of cases; 55.6% of these cases had intraocular foreign bodies and 37.0% developed endophthalmitis. Most cases (63.6%) alleged insufficient intervention. Of these cases, 31.8% of cases involved surgical or procedural claims, and 4.5% involved medical claims only.

Conclusion: Males and minors were overrepresented among plaintiffs in ocular trauma litigation. Most cases involved open globe injuries, often complicated by retained intraocular foreign bodies and endophthalmitis. Analysis of malpractice litigation in ophthalmic trauma calls attention to commonly litigated scenarios to improve clinical practice and to inform risk management.
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Introduction

A recent report indicates that between the years 1992 and 2014, the rate of paid malpractice claims in the United States decreased substantially; however, awards with payments greater than $1 million increased.1 Although the last two decades have seen decreasing plaintiff verdicts and tort reform,1,2 the extent to which these changes have influenced the practice of defensive medicine is unclear. Prior studies have found high rates of self-reported practice of defensive medicine and have shown that rates of physician concern about malpractice risk do not vary greatly in states with and without tort reform or with high or low litigation risk.2-4 Between 5 and 10% of ophthalmologists face a malpractice claim each year, representing a significant burden on ophthalmologists, insurers, and the public.5 Analysis of malpractice claims in ophthalmology increases physician awareness of common causes of litigation with the purpose of highlighting high-risk clinical and surgical
situations, leading both to better patient care and to a deeper insight into how to avoid malpractice claims.

Ophthalmic trauma is a common cause of vision loss around the world responsible for an estimated 19 million cases of monocular blindness, representing a significant cause of loss of productivity and decreased quality of life. Ophthalmic trauma involves a number of potentially high-risk scenarios and opportunities for easily missed diagnoses, surgical and treatment delays, and inappropriately high patient expectations for visual recovery. Because of these factors, descriptive analysis of malpractice in ophthalmic trauma in the Westlaw® (Thompson Reuters, New York, NY) legal database was completed as a means of drawing attention to clinical scenarios that place both the patient and physician at high risk.

Materials and Methods
Westlaw® is a legal database that contains verdicts, rulings, and formal settlements in all 50 states. The jury verdict and settlements section of WestlawNext legal database collects jury verdicts that commercial vendors have deemed important either due to precedence or content. It does not contain all cases of litigation performed in the United States. As described in previous publications, 7–10 the database was queried to search all US civil trials involving ophthalmologists using the search terms “ophthalmology” or “ophthalmologist” and “malpractice” anywhere in the retrieved documents. Exclusion criteria included (1) ophthalmologist named as expert witness but not defendant, and (2) filings before January 1, 1930 or after Dec 31, 2014. All search results that referenced malpractice litigation but that were not themselves malpractice lawsuits were excluded. Lawsuits with more than one Westlaw® citation were combined and represented as a single case. Record review included date of occurrence, year of suit, defendant, geography, patient age, patient sex, diagnosis, outcome, presence of disability, nature of injury, plaintiff legal allegation, indemnity, verdict, and plaintiff award. Because all data in this study are publicly available and no human subjects were involved, Institutional Review Board review and informed consent were not required.

Not all information was available for every case. Cases were also categorized by intervention (surgical/procedural, medical, or noninterventional) and by subspecialty focus by a faculty ophthalmologist. The subspecialty focus of the case was defined based on the nature of the allegation rather than the subspecialty training of the physician defendant. Cases focusing on care following globe or orbit trauma were classified as traumatic. Monetary awards were adjusted for inflation to 2015 US dollars (http://www.bls.gov/data/inflation_calculator.htm) to permit meaningful comparison.

In this analysis, all malpractice litigation involving ophthalmic trauma was identified from a database of 1063 ophthalmology litigation cases and analyzed. Results were compared to all non-trauma cases in the database. Descriptive statistics were used to report our findings, and, when appropriate, the Student’s t-test (MedCalc for Windows, Microsoft Excel for Windows) was used to compare groups.

Results
Query of the Westlaw® database yielded 1261 appellate cases and 1294 jury verdicts/settlements; 1063 cases met inclusion criteria. 7–10 Forty-four ophthalmic trauma malpractice cases were identified from the database, representing 4.1% of total cases (Supplementary Table 1). The 44 ophthalmic trauma cases occurred between 1967 and 2013 (Figure 1). Figure 2 shows the causes of these malpractice cases. The majority of cases involved male plaintiffs (40 cases; 90.9%) (Figure 3). Fifteen cases (34.1%) involved pediatric plaintiffs (Figure 3). Overall, 24 cases (54.5%) were resolved in favor of the defendant (Figure 3). Eighteen cases (40.9%) were resolved by means of jury trial. Of these cases, 9 cases (50.0%) were associated with plaintiff verdicts and resulted in a mean adjusted jury award of $636,341 (range $40,202-$968,216) (Figure 4). Four cases (9.1%) resulted in settlements with mean adjusted indemnity of $333,553 (range $287,928-$407,668). Of the remaining 25 cases, 13 (29.5%) were resolved via appellate ruling with one case resulting in a payment to the plaintiff in the amount of $1,032,167, 5 cases (11.4%) were resolved via summary judgment, and 4 cases (9.1%) were resolved by pre-trial motions or post-trial relief. The

Open globe injuries were the most common clinical entity in this series, representing 61.4% of cases. Plaintiffs received awards in 40.7% of these cases. All but two payments in the series were awarded to plaintiffs with open globe injuries. Fifteen of the twenty-seven open globe cases (55.6%) specifically mention the presence of an intraocular foreign body. Seventeen open globe cases (63.0%) involved non-interventional claims only, including failure to diagnose or treat resulting in loss of vision. Ten open globe cases (37.0%) involved surgical or procedural claims, most of which involved poor outcomes after surgery, surgical delay, or claims of incomplete or poorly performed surgical interventions. Ten cases involved endophthalmitis, six of
which resulted in payments to plaintiffs with mean payment of $536 268. In five of these cases, the diagnosis of penetrating trauma was missed and plaintiffs were allegedly misdiagnosed as having partial thickness lacerations only. Plaintiffs with missed diagnoses developed endophthalmitis and alleged this was a consequence of delay to accurate diagnosis and appropriate treatment. In three cases, open globe injuries were diagnosed; however, plaintiffs alleged that delay in treatment resulted in preventable endophthalmitis.

Seven cases (15.9%) involved orbital fractures, three of which resulted in payments to plaintiffs. Two of these cases involved allegations of eye movement restrictions following orbital fractures. In one, the restriction developed after extraocular muscle release surgery in a minor and resulted in a large payment to the plaintiff, and in the other, the plaintiff alleged that the restriction that developed could have been prevented had surgery been performed. In another case, the plaintiff alleged that the optic nerve had been inadvertently damaged during medial

Figure 1 Years of malpractice litigation.

Figure 2 Cause of malpractice litigation.
rectus release after orbital fracture. The case resulted in a payment to the plaintiff.

Minor plaintiffs were overrepresented among the ophthalmic trauma cases, with 34.1% of cases involving pediatric plaintiffs – only 6.4% of all ophthalmology cases in the database involved pediatric plaintiffs (P=<0.001). Among the 44 ophthalmic trauma cases, cases involving minors were more likely to be resolved in favor of the plaintiff than cases with adult plaintiffs (53.3% vs 37.9%), but this was not found to be statistically significant (P=0.35). Mean jury awards were also higher in cases involving minors than in adult cases ($687 454 vs $572 451), but again this was not found to be of statistical significance (P=0.64).

Most plaintiffs were male (90.0%) compared to the database overall, in which 54.8% of plaintiffs were male (P=<0.001). Prisoners were also overrepresented among the ocular trauma cases at 11.4% versus 3.9% of the overall database, but this was not found to be statistically significant. (P=0.13).
The majority of cases (63.6%) alleged insufficient intervention, including failure to diagnose or treat, resulting in disability or other damages. Of these cases, 32.1% resulted in payments to plaintiffs. Two of these cases involved litigation brought against defendant ophthalmologists who had never personally examined the plaintiffs. Two cases (4.5%) involved medical claims only, and neither resulted in a payment to the plaintiff.

Fourteen cases (31.8%) involved surgical or procedural claims, of which 28.6% resulted in payments to plaintiffs. The majority of these cases involve claims entirely or partially related to poor visual outcomes following open globe repair with or without removal of intraocular foreign body. The mean plaintiff payment in surgical/procedural cases was $765,564 (range $625,501-$902,187). This is higher, but not statistically significant (P=0.12), than the mean award in the non-interventional cases, which was $521,960 (range $40,202–1,032,167).

The rate of plaintiff jury verdicts was 50.0%, which was higher than the overall rate of plaintiff jury verdicts across all subspecialties of ophthalmology in this series (29.6%), but not statistically significant (P=0.11). Median plaintiff award for all of ocular trauma was $643,228, compared to $568,302 across all subspecialties.

**Discussion**

This review of 44 medical malpractice cases in ophthalmic trauma draws attention to commonly litigated clinical scenarios for the purpose of improving clinical management through dedicated analysis of risk. To our knowledge, this is the only review specifically analyzing malpractice cases in ophthalmic trauma, which complements existing publications on litigation in ophthalmology, while drawing special attention to many ophthalmic emergencies. The cases in this series represent some of the most common ophthalmic trauma scenarios, many of which often have poor outcomes due to the severe nature of these injuries, highlighting the importance of understanding the appropriate management of these conditions as well as the importance of documentation and expectation management.

In this analysis, ophthalmic trauma represented 4.1% of all ophthalmology cases in the database, which is similar to the 3% reported in a fifteen-year study of ophthalmology malpractice in England’s National Health Service (NHS) Litigation Authority database. The overwhelming majority of plaintiffs (90.9%) in this series were male, and a surprising number were minors at the time of injury (34.1%). Relative to non-trauma ophthalmology malpractice cases in the database, males were overrepresented, likely because males represent 60–90% of ophthalmic trauma patients around the world. As mentioned, minors also represented a disproportionate percentage of plaintiffs in this series compared to non-trauma cases (P=<0.001). Importantly, ophthalmic trauma is the leading cause of unilateral non-congenital blindness in children, representing significant impact on quality of life and productivity.

Ophthalmic trauma cases with minor plaintiffs were more likely to be resolved in favor of the plaintiffs (53.3% vs 37.9%; P=0.35) and to have higher jury awards ($687,454 vs $572,451; P=0.64) than cases with adult plaintiffs, but neither were found to be of statistical significance. We have previously reported a similar trend in ophthalmology, in which cases with pediatric plaintiffs are more likely to have plaintiff verdicts and were associated with higher monetary awards.

The majority of cases in this analysis involved open globe injuries, representing 61.4% of cases. Open globe injuries are the most common cause of vision loss in working-aged individuals. Poor presenting visual acuity is associated with poor visual outcomes. Many of the cases in this series involved failure to diagnose or treat open globe injuries in a timely manner or related to poor visual outcomes following surgical repair of open globe injuries. Because of the severity of these injuries and the consequences of delayed or missed diagnoses, it is essential to err on the side of caution when treating these patients.

In this series, 55.6% of all open globe cases mentioned the presence of intraocular foreign bodies (IOFBs). The presence of an IOFB increases the risk of poor visual outcome and increases the risk of developing endophthalmitis. IOFBs can cause damage directly, through the compromise allowing infectious material into the eye, and through the chemical properties of the foreign body itself. In all cases of confirmed or suspected penetrating ocular injury, patients should be assumed to have an IOFB until proven otherwise due to the high morbidity associated with retained IOFBs. Because media opacities, hypopyon, vitritis or vitreous hemorrhage, and traumatic cataract can make it difficult to visualize IOFBs, a computed tomography scan should be considered in all cases of suspected IOFBs to avoid missing them or identifying the proper location imaging studies.

Endophthalmitis complicated ten open globe cases in this series, most often secondary to alleged failure to diagnose penetrating trauma or a delay in treatment of known open globe injuries. Endophthalmitis is a serious and emergent complication of open globe injury. The
diagnosis should be suspected in patients with pain or a rapid increase in pain with or without associated with hypopyon and vitritis; however, in patients who are already in extreme pain, it can be difficult to recognize. Because management strategies vary depending on size and location of the fracture and because of the high risk of ophthalmic complications, it is recommended that ophthalmologists undertake a thorough discussion of the risks and benefits as well as a realistic discussion of prognosis with these patients.

Good clinical practice necessitates forming positive physician–patient relationships, which are often deterrents to litigation. A study of unsolicited complaints in ophthalmology found that ophthalmologists have significantly fewer unsolicited complaints than both non-ophthalmic surgeons and non-ophthalmic non-surgeons, suggesting that ophthalmologists as a whole generally are viewed favorably by patients. However, ophthalmic trauma patients often present acutely in the ED in patients with significant discomfort and distorted anatomy or other less, making it more difficult to establish a relationship with a patient and more difficult to perform a thorough evaluation. Although emergent trauma scenarios make building this relationship more difficult, in a review of ophthalmic malpractice with large monetary awards, Kraushar et al reported that over 43% of malpractice claims occurred less than one month following the patient’s initial encounter with the physician and 11% of cases involved ophthalmic trauma patients seen in the emergency department. A study that analyzed Press Ganey satisfaction scores in ophthalmology showed that perception of time spent with the practitioner was one of two main factors that significantly increased a patient’s likelihood to recommend that physician to a friend. These statistics reflect the results of the present analysis and serve as a reminder that time must be taken to establish rapport, especially in stressful and unfamiliar settings. Further, no review of malpractice litigation would be complete without advising careful and thorough documentation. This is especially true in settings of trauma, in which case ophthalmologists are often called as consultants. Ophthalmologists should not give advice informally over the phone and should have a low threshold to examine patients.

The majority of cases in this analysis involve suits related to either partial or complete vision loss following severe injuries to the globe or the orbit. It is always essential to have a frank and sympathetic discussion with patients about the prognosis for their conditions. In ophthalmic trauma, this discussion should be a top priority and guarded prognoses should be discussed in detail and witnessed when appropriate. While ophthalmologists may assume that patients understand the severity of their injuries, in reality, patients often have a strikingly different understanding regarding their visual prognosis. In this series, many of the poor outcomes observed were likely unavoidable consequences of severe trauma; however, it is clear from the case notes that patients often had positive expectations for their eventual outcome. When these positive outcomes do not manifest, suits may arise. As discussed above, the prognosis for open globe injuries and IOFBs is poor, and patients should be informed as such regardless of removal or foreign body or repair.

The Westlaw database contains settlements and verdicts from a variety of insurers, providing a global picture of ophthalmology malpractice in the United States, in contrast to many other analyses of ophthalmology malpractice litigation, which present information from a single insurer. As we have stated in other reports, limitations of the database include the fact that out-of-court settlements and dropped cases are not included. Additionally, because our database includes eighty years of cases, it is possible that changes in technology as well as patient and physician characteristics alter the applicability of some cases. The small number of cases makes statistical analysis difficult. Finally, level of detail provided about the cases varied to some degree and some data could have been lost due to classification errors. It is possible that some decisions were appealed or overturned without our knowledge.
Although ophthalmology is not among the most litigated specialties, between 5 and 10% of ophthalmologists will face a malpractice claim each year, of which 3–4% of suits are secondary to ophthalmic trauma.5,11,38 Ophthalmic trauma is a common cause of visual disability in children and adults.6,18 Not only does ophthalmic trauma often result in poor outcomes, but these patients are often seen in emergency departments or unfamiliar settings and have deforming and painful injuries, all of which make it difficult to perform a thorough and timely exam and workup. Because this population involves a higher than usual proportion of minors as well as patients who were previously healthy, it is especially important to be cognizant of potential high-risk scenarios, to set realistic prognostic expectations, to establish good communication and rapport between the provider and family members, and to document completely.
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